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Whole Sale Price $20,000
Retail Price $22,000

Specifications:

Year:  2021  

VIN:  3CZRU5H75MM703326  

Make:  Honda  

Stock:  15753  

Model/Trim:  HR-V EX-L  

Condition:  Pre-Owned  

Body:  Wagon  

Exterior:  BLACK  

Engine:  1.8L I4 141hp 127ft. lbs.  

Transmission:  CVT  

Mileage:  76,426  

Drivetrain:  Front Wheel Drive  

Economy:  City 28 / Highway 34

Step into the realm of refined elegance and commanding presence with
the 2021 Honda HR-V EX-L, a masterpiece of automotive engineering
that exudes sophistication in its stunning black exterior. This
exceptional SUV has been meticulously designed to captivate the
discerning eye and deliver an unparalleled driving experience.

Beneath the hood lies a robust 1.8L I4 engine, a powerhouse that
generates an impressive 141 horsepower and 127 ft. lbs. of torque,
ensuring that every journey is infused with excitement and agility. The
seamless Continuously Variable Transmission (CVT) promises a
smooth and responsive ride, adapting effortlessly to your driving style to
provide an exhilarating yet efficient performance.

The HR-V EX-L doesn't just lead in power; it's an award-winning
vehicle recognized for its exceptional value. Honored with Kelley Blue
Book's Brand Image Awards for Best Value Brand, this SUV is a
testament to Honda's commitment to delivering quality, reliability, and
affordability without compromise.

As you approach the HR-V EX-L, you'll be greeted by a sleek,
aerodynamic profile that's both stylish and functional. The black exterior
is not just about aesthetics; it's a statement of timeless elegance that
will turn heads wherever you go. LED daytime running lights and brake
lights not only enhance visibility but also add a touch of sophistication to
the vehicle's dynamic design.

Step inside, and you'll find yourself enveloped in a sanctuary of luxury
and comfort. The EX-L trim level offers a host of premium features
designed to pamper you and your passengers. From the sumptuous
leather-trimmed seats to the automatic climate control system, every
detail has been considered to create an interior that's both inviting and
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detail has been considered to create an interior that's both inviting and
intuitive.

Connectivity and convenience are at your fingertips with advanced
technology that keeps you in sync with the world around you. Enjoy the
ease of smartphone integration, hands-free communication, and a
seamless audio experience with the high-quality sound system. The
multi-angle rearview camera and Honda Sensing® suite of safety
features provide peace of mind, ensuring that you and your loved ones
are protected on every journey.

The HR-V EX-L is not just a vehicle; it's a lifestyle choice for those who
demand the best. It's a perfect blend of form and function, offering
ample cargo space and versatile seating configurations to
accommodate all your adventures. Whether you're navigating the urban
landscape or exploring the great outdoors, this SUV is ready to adapt to
your every need.

Don't miss the opportunity to own the 2021 Honda HR-V EX-L, a
vehicle that embodies style, performance, and value. With its striking
black exterior, powerful engine, and award-winning credentials, it
stands as a beacon of excellence in the automotive world. Make a
statement on the road and experience the joy of driving at its finest.
Contact us today to schedule a test drive and take the first step towards
owning the SUV that will redefine your driving experience.
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Vehicle History Report : as Of 05/19/2024

*carfax Snapshot is a reflection of available information on the date the report was pulled. carfax
is constantly being updated with new information and is subject to change at any time.

 

Our Location :
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Snapshot

2021 HONDA HR-V EX-L

No accidents or damage reported to
CARFAX

5 Service history
records

At least 1 open
recall

CARFAX 1-Owner
vehicle

Personal
vehicle

76,426 Last reported odometer
reading

FREE CARFAX Report

See the full CARFAX Report for additional information

https://www.carfax.com/VehicleHistory/p/Report.cfx?partner=AVR_0&vin=3CZRU5H75MM703326&source=BUP
https://tsmotorcars.com/vehicle/7276131/2021-honda-hr-v-ex-l-houston-tx-77075/7276131/ebrochure


Installed Options

Interior

- Air filtration - Front air conditioning: automatic climate control  - Rear vents: second row 

- Floor mat material: carpet - Floor mats: front - Interior accents: chrome  

- Shift knob trim: leather  - Steering wheel trim: leather - Adaptive cruise control  

- Autonomous lane guidance: lane centering  - Cargo area light 

- Multi-function remote: proximity entry system - Power outlet(s): 12V front  

- Power steering: variable/speed-proportional - Push-button start 

- Rearview mirror: auto-dimming - Steering wheel: tilt and telescopic  - Clock 

- Digital odometer - External temperature display - Multi-function display - Trip odometer 

- Driver seat: heated  - Front seat type: bucket  - Passenger seat: heated  

- Rear seat folding: flat  - Rear seat type: 60-40 split bench  - Upholstery: leather-trimmed

Exterior

- Front bumper color: body-color - Mirror color: body-color - Rear spoiler: roofline 

- Daytime running lights: LED - Front fog lights  - Headlights: auto high beam dimmer  

- Taillights: LED - Side mirrors: heated  - Roof rails: silver  - Spare wheel type: steel  

- Tire Pressure Monitoring System - Wheels: painted aluminum alloy 

- Front wipers: variable intermittent - Power windows: safety reverse  - Rear privacy glass 

- Rear wiper: auto-on in reverse  - Window defogger: rear
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